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This is art by Georgia O'Keefe. 
She was a painter from America , where she worked as a teacher in charge
of a college art department. She likes to focus on the detail of things so she

might look art a really small part of something very closely. When she
enlarges them they become abstract. Abstract means that it doesnt look

like a thing anymore, but is more shapes together. 
 
 

What do you notice? 
What do you like? 

What does it make you wonder?

YOUNG ART ISTS

Georgia O'Keefe
Series 1 No.4 1918
Estate of Georgia O'Keefe 



All these primary colours make
secondary colours 
 
 
. 

 MAK ING T INTS  WITH WHITE

Watercolours shoulld be
'watery,' thin colours. 
 
You can see how they are
thinner when there is more
water, and thicker when less
water. 
 

USING WATER

COLOURS

Sponge
Watercolour Paints
Card for painting your
final peice on after
planning your painting.

In this weeks envelope you
should find:
 

 
 
 

CHECK OUT THE

RESOURCES BOX

Exploring the Rainbow

 You a colour wheel that can be
used to help your  exloration  if
you like. 

NOW COLOURS YOU

CAN MAKE WITH

PR IMAR IES

You are going to need :
Somewhere to paint.
Some water for cleaning your brush.

PREPARE IN  ADVANCE

How many different tints can
you make?

EXPLORE ADD ING

COLOURS

YOUNG ART ISTS

Primary
Colour

=

Adding white to any colour = a tint
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Now pick your favourite colours to use in your
painting.

EXPLORATION  SHEET

Try making greens...
Try making greens...

Try making purples....

Try making oranges....

Now try making  
green tints.

Now try making  
orange tints.

Now try making  
purple tints.

Artists mix
colours on a
palette like

this. 



Will your paper be portrait          or landscape?
 
What are your favourite colours? 
 
Will you paint pattern? an abstract peice or a rainbow?

Sketch your painting out here. . . . . 

. . . .  just a rough sketch, just to get your 
ideas out of your head and on paper.



Colour
Scavenger hunt

Can you make the colour wheel with 'stuff' you
find around the house?
Remember to share your work to ...

TVCLP

CreativityIsNotCancelled 


